
Once again, the Dungeon lay in chaos.
Pet shop was a good idea, but

I was alone there, trying to handle everything.
No one could help me, no one wished to attack me…

I don’t understand why: I was even clean and fragrant, then!

Anyway, I could not see all those unemployed and sad Imps…
But now, there’s work for them in this unofficial variant for Dungeon Petz!But now, there’s work for them in this unofficial variant for Dungeon Petz!

Become the real Petz Lord!

- Follow normal setup rules for 2 players, even if you’re alone!
- One minion only
- Use 6 Imps with six blocking imps rotating, as for the “2 -  players” variant
- Start the game with 3 gold tokens (2+1)
- As each Turn begins, you receive 1 gold tokens from get income
- If you wish to send Imps to have shopping, the groups must be
    of different sizes (ie. to get 3 actions, you have to send a group of 1,    of different sizes (ie. to get 3 actions, you have to send a group of 1,
    a second group of 2, and the third with 3)
- Exhibitions are organized exactly as the rules say,
    but you cannot use volunteering for judging
- If the exhibition is successful, you earn 6 Reputation Points only.
- Follow the normal rules while selling
- Count final Reputation Points

Once you get the final Reputation Points, check your rank:Once you get the final Reputation Points, check your rank:
70 – 79 Points: Petz Sitter
80 – 89 Points: Petz Senior
90 – 99 Points: Petz Master
100+ Points: Petz Lord!
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